Revisiting the Yingshe Mode of Representation
in Supplement to Jiang Zong's Biography ofa White Ape*
Jue Chen (Canterbury, New Zealand)
One of the three masterpieces of early Tang dynasty chuanqi 1"--tj-, 1 Supplement to Jiang Zong's
Biography of a White Ape (Bu Jiang Zong baiyuan zhuan :ffli ;.:r. ~Ei:!$.. 1"-), has long been
regarded as an example ofyingshe -§}M stories,2 which have been labeled by some critics as
the Chinese version of roman a clef, produced in the medieval period. 3 The author of this
chuanqi story remains anonymous.
A sketch of the story is as follows. Under the Liang dynasty
(502-557), Ouyang He
~I%' iit (538-570) went on an expedition, led by Lin Qin i\ii 4J:, to pacify the southern Man
.<Jt minority rebels during the final years of thc Datong reign *- 1"1 (535-546). In the
mountainous deep south, a white ape that had magic powers kidnapped Ouyang He's wife.
When she was eventually recovered, Ouyang's wife was pregnant. A year later she gave
birth to a son. After a few years, Ouyang He was executed by the emperor, and his son was
adopted by Jiang Zong ;.:r.~ (519-594), an influential literatus and politician of the time.
When the boy grew up, he became a renowned calligrapher, and his fame brought much
prestige to his family. The name of Ouyang He's son, either accidentally or deliberately, is
not mentioned in the story.
The main point of the story is to insinuate that this boy was in fact not Ouyang He's
son, but the son of Ouyang He's wife and a white ape.
History and fiction meet in the above account. Some details are historically true.
Ouyang He, the protagonist, was indeed a historical figure of minor importance. His son,
Ouyang Xun 1&.1%'16) (557-641), was one of the greatest calligraphers of the early Tang
period (618-712). Some of the information, however, is only partially true. Lin Qin, for
instance, is most likely a name miswritten for Lan Qin Ui4J:, who led a southern expedition
during the Datong reign. But at that time Ouyang He was a child of less than ten years old
and could thus not have taken part in Lan Qin's expedition. In history, the person who
accompanied Lan Qin was Ouyang Wei !&.I%'AJi (498-563), Ouyang He's father.~
The title itself, S upplenmzt to Jiang Zong's Biography ofa White Ape, implies that Jiang Zong
had written a Biography of a White Ape, and that the current story was written as a
supplement to that original work. This strongly suggests that Jiang Zong, as the adoptive
father and guardian of Ouyang Xun, knew who the boy's real father was and wrote a work
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to record the fact. However, historians believe that Jiang Zong's so-called Biograplry of a
White Ape never existed. Th.is would mean the anonymaus author of S upplemenl had created
the whole thing.
Rather than recording historical facts, the author's purpose was obviously to launch a
personal attack on Ouyang Xwt, implying that his biological father was an animal. ln order
to achieve this he has distorted and manipulated events. The center of these distortions and
manipulations is the image of the white ape, which has a strong Taoist flavor. The story's
backdrop and the ape's behavior indicate that he was in fact a Taoist practitioner in animal
form.
Tltis paper will focus on the image of this white ape, and analyze the relationship
between this image and the reallife story of Ouyang Xun. Based on this analysis, I will then
revisit the yingshe mode of representation illustrated in Supplement to Jiang Zong's Biograplry ofa
White Ape in terms of the political and cultural environment of the late seventh century.

I. The Taoist Mountain Utopia
Very few literary critics have observed that the residence of the white ape resembles a typical
Taoist mountain utopia. In the story, the place where the white ape Jives is described as
follows:
rf!~-J.J, :~-~iE!.mo .f...Jt:. r. ;;tJi*-~Jll.:t...··· .Jt:.J:., J!'l:A·#HiJ.Ili, r·h:J..-t.ft.; .Jt:. r~!t-~. 1t
.t.J:.-Jt.,.g.o itiE!4-,R, !-t.M.tJ;;L t.foJ~ r1 ··· J\..ftr1. ~<:J.;f:..J.'-.,4L 'f R:.~~~;ß'- ..=..0 ··· .~H:;J,~t

~. ~-;;t)A.f.., J:.~~~. ~~~•* 0 rJ~aaao
[A] magnificent mountain to the south which was so richly verdant that it distinguished itself from
other mountains ... [The foot of the mountain] was surrounded by a deep brook ... Thc top [of the
peakJ was lined with fine trees and omamentcd with rare kinds of beauriful flowcrs. The green lawn
underfoot was as rich and soft as a carpct Everything was fresh, quict, and different. The placc was just
like anothcr world.S To the east, there was a stonc arch ... fwhen Ouyang He] wcnt through the
wooden gatc of the arch ... there were three huge places resembling halls in the human world . ... ] his
mountain is a vcry reclusive place where no human being has ever comc. Looking upward, one never
sees any woodcuners; looking downward, onc seeslots of tigcrs, wolves, and othcr monstrous beasts. 6

5

Uchiyama Chinari i"l .1< ~-<!!.. insighrfully points out that one of the basic linguistic pattems in Bu Jiang Z:mg ba!yuan zyutm is
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A..tit 1H1. l•h:.t ..t ~t. , .Jt. ··n,~~, f tl:. -Jn>.{!., ik ;a.~;R, ~ .'M:f.
!:t). I also strongly suspccr that thc usc of this four-character linguistic pattcm in describing a Taoistutopia is dcrivcd from
Taoist classics, because the same pattem is so frequently seen in these classics when a utopia is described. For insrance, in
Humrglu'(jXJJ. Jli'(jXJu Jandao ~; -fro!J~-t ;1IJ 3.- .f,.j(Jt~ from Hanftnf!ff chong;in Zhengtong Daozang iiil;f.r.'l 1" >pi!~
(hcreafrcr DZ), in ordcr to give a full d~-scription of the island utopia of Jli'(jXJu -tilil and Jandao 3.- Jlo, a similar fourcharacter pattem is used !jinliyujiang)inghuhuft xiajr:Junmd '<fmnian'errlxng bi~ubing/atJ Janthngiuli qi!JuayigiiiJ sijijllfVng i:llt.I..
#..o Ji:kT-i!i o ;1:~1;-#t , ~~om±. ~~;J!<..lJt. 3.-~!t -f . -4"./t.J~-*. o ~t<J.Ht~), see DZ 32:291. In this
sense we can even say that the overalllinguistic strucrure of the story here is derivational.

qi.vialiiwu fmgruanm/an qrngjionganji miaoranshuj'ng
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Everything in the backdrop of this fictitious world - the mountain, the brook, the fine
trees, the rare flowers, the freshness, the quietness, and especially the stone chamber (sbzihi
~ :t)?- suggests that this is a typical "immortal's domain" (xia1tjing 1JJJ.t) from accounts of
anomalies (zhiguai :t-·11:-), which was shared by both literati and Taoisrs in the Si.x Dynasties
(222-589) 8 Typically, an immortal's domain was uncovered by chance by an Outsider (like
Ouyang He in this story), who eventually made its existence known to human society9
The backdrop of our story not only resembles a typical situation of xia1ying in the Sl.x
Dynasties' accounts of anomalies, but also carries a strong flavor of a typical Taoist
mountain-grotto utopia (dongtian fudi iM };_;i&.ll!!,)l 0 The latter concept was developed during
the Si.x Dynasties (especially during the Liang) 11 and fully established in the early Tang, 12
whose upper Iimit roughly parallels our story's historical span, while its lower Iimit
corresponds to the date of the story's composition. 13
A typical Taoist mountain utopiawas usually located near a brook or a stream. 14 In the
heart of the mountain there was often a cave with stone chambers. Arotmd this cave were
generally medicinal gardens, fruit plantations, fine trees, strange and potent herbs, clear
ponds, and fragrant flowers. 15 Inside the cave were stone beds (shichuang ~ 4.), stone tables
7 A thatchcd hut ljinghi jk .11, and the stone chamber serves as a latcr variation) played a significant role in the Taoist
practice of longevity starring in the Eastem Han (2S-220) when Taiping;lng k -t .~.11'. was produced. See 'J homas Hahn,
'1ne Standard Taoist Mountain and Related Features of Religious Geography," Calim d'b:trime-Asu 5 (1989- 1990),
p. 146; and Miyakawa Hisayulci's 'i?: !II iifJ;t, "Tenchisui sanlq'll to doten" J<..J<!!.,j<.;.1; C: ii'JJ<.., Töbö ShJikyii .*-~;t:f,t
78 (1991), pp. 1-22. During the Northern Zhou dynasty (557-581), a trans-regional systcm of thirty-si.x "thatched
huts" was established by the Celestial Master Taoism (Tiamhi dao J<..'~ill), sec Thomas Hahn, p. 146 and l\1iura
Kunio =..i;lf&!ll.ift, "Daten fukuchi shoron" i~k#,l<h.•l·~. ToM Shfliry§ *i'>t=ft 61 (1983), p 2 'This systcm
parallels the thirty-six grotto-heaven (fhngtian ii'J k) system which was established in the same peciod, mainly related
to the Mao Shan f ,J., Tamsm, seealso Miura Kunio, pp. 4-5.
8 The literal translation of xian;ing is "immortal's domain." Shu;ing 1'*-i.t in traditional Chinese language is e<juivalent to
xian;i!tg in most senses. Vacious descriptions of xian;i!tg in the "accounts of anomalies" tradition can be regarded as
part of the Taoist ideological establishment of the time. Many Tang dynasty (618-907) and Five Dynastics (907-960)
xian;ing stocies were recorded in T aipingguangii, and some of them wcre also incorporatcd into the Taoist canon, such
as in Yunji qiqian 1; .i.-<:: lt, see DZ 74-77:677-702; in Sandang qu~U.ianhi ;.ifiJ:Cf{J,~, see DZ 108:992-995; and in
Lishi '(lxn>.-ian tidao kmgjian !!Ht j(.{J•'<tilli~:ll!, see DZ 15-16:139-148. For details, sce Wang Guoliang..!. ~ R, "Tang
Wudai de xianjing chuanshuo" Jt .li.f\:. {)/){J,J.t14 1.ll., Tangdai wenxut yanjiu Jt f\:.3:.
'it 3 (1992), pp. 615-630.

*'*

9 This accidental invader was usually a woodcutter or a fisherman in the Si.x Dynasties' accounts of anomalies. 1 ne
sentcncc quotcd above- "one nevcr sees any woodcutters" - draws on this tradition.

10 The literal translation for dongtian is "grotto-heaven" and for fudi is ''blissful realm" or "blessed plot''
11 1l1c concept of dongtian judi was developed du ring the Si.x Dynasties period. Various versions of this concept can be
found in both literary te~"ts and Taoist scriptutes such as Tao Yuanrning's I'>J;X~ •A (365-427) TaohUf!Yuanji tlt:ft.J.f.iC. ,
Sun Chuo's ~~.!t. (314-371) You Tiantai<han ju .iifk:f:,l.,M_, Ge Hong's ~ >* (284-364) Baopu !:j .!e.;fH-, and Tao
Hongjing's 1'>J >*~ (456-536) Zhengao J.. tli. Fora detailed discussion, see Miura Kunio, pp. 4-6.
12 With the composition and circulation of Sima Chenglhen's "J,f!i,J<AA (647?- 735) Tiandi gongfu Iu kl<h.'t !ltlll
betwcen the L-arly Tang and the high Tang, the theory of the mountain-grotto utopia (dongtian jitdi sbuo ii'J .ld~l<!!. ill.)
was completed. Cf. Miura Kunio, pp. 1-4.

13 ln my opinion, this storywas probably composed toward the end of the seventh century under Ernpress Wu's reign.
14 l'erhaps this design is related to an early Taoist concept of three majoruniversal elements: heaven, earth and warer
(tian di ren Jang=n kJI!.A.=. 't). For a detailed disrussion of these elements, see Miyakawa Hisayuki, pp. 1-22
Elements in the above description do remind us of elements in the backdrop of our story's ficticious world.
15 Here I borrowed 'Thomas Hahn's description of typical components for ajudi; see ·rnomas Hahn, p. 150, n. 21 .
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and chairs and sometimes a treasure hall (tang :f_-), 16 as in the Linwu cave (limvudong ;j,J;.Ji;f"l),
the ninth grotto-heaven in the Taoist sacred geographical system n
The mounrain-grotto utopia provided a special environment for Taoists to practise the
principles contained in their secret manuals of longevity. The design of this environment
duly reflected a sophisticated Taoist theory of the three-layer universe, which was formed in
the Six Dynasties in general and during the Liang dynasty in particular18 According to this
theory, the universe is a huge cave, the mountain-grotto utopia is a smaller cave, and the
human body the smallest cave. 19 These three cave universes constitute a triple-layer world
of interdependence and "by manipulating one of these realities, the adept can reach and
influence an analogous reality in another realm." 20 This theory served as a core idea in the
mountain-grotto utopia ideology.21
During the formative period of this core idea (between the Datong *..i!fi. and Datong *..
J;i] reigns of Emperor Wu *;}\,~· of the Liang dynasty),2 2 the "Canopy Heaven" theory
(gailian shuo Ä k R) of the universe briefly prevailed over the "Enveloping Sky" theory
(hunlian shuo ;fk-Dt-). 23 Its dominance roughly corresponded to the period in which Lan
Qin's southern exped.itions took place.
In contrast to its Counterpart, the "Enveloping Sky" theory, the "Canopy Heaven"
theory took the universe as a self-contained cave 2 4 This "grottofication" of the universe
produced the beliefthat the cave was "the heart of the mow1tain, the very fountain of the qi
[i\. pneuma] energies of the earth," from which many Taoists "nourished their vital
essence" for longevity2 5 It also produced an imaginative anatomical theory asserting that
16 1here are stone beds and halls in Bu Jiang Zong baiyuan zhuan; see the above guotc.
17 The Linwu cave was a typical Tang dynasty mountain-grotto utopia. The treasure hall in Linwu cave was called
Gefandong M!Jlii'J. For details, seeThomas Ilahn, p. 152. Foramoreelaborate discussion about the grotto-h~-aven
xian;ing exemptified by the Linwu cave, sec Stcphcn Bokcnkamp, "The Peach Flowcr Font and the Grotto Passage,"
Journal ofAmerican Oritntal Sodrty, 106.1 (1986), pp. 65-77.
18

Miura Kunio, pp. 8-15.

19

For a detailed description of this theory and its relevance to thc Liang dynasty intellecrual atmosphere, sec Miura
Kunio, pp. 12-17.

20 See Anna Seide~ "Chronicle ofTaoist Srudics in the West 1950-1990," CaNm d'Extrime-AJit5 (1989-1990), p. 249.
21

"Man and world," asserted I !enri Maspero, "for the Chinese, are absolutely identi~ not only as a whole but also in
every detail Man's head is round tike heaven, his fcct arc reetangular tike the earth; his Fivc Viscera corrcspond to the
Five Elements, his twcnty-four vertebrae to the twenty-four solar half-months o f the year, and the twelve segmenrs of
rhe tracheal artery to the twelve lunar months; his 365 bones to the 365 days of the year; his veins and the blood they
contain to rivers and streams; and so on'' See Hcnri Maspero, LeTaoiSme etlu reugwm rhinoi.res (Paris: Galtimard, 1971),
pp. 373-374; and its English translation, Taoi.rm and Chinur Religion (Amherst: University of Massachusens Press, 1981),
pp. 339-340 (Hereafter, I will eire only from the English translation, by F. A. Kierman,Jr).

22 See Yamada Keij~ .1< ro lt>L, "Ryö Bu no gaitensetsu" ~ii\:(J)i!r::R~, TohOGakJibO -*-.~~l~ (1975), pp. 123-125
23 TI1e translations of gfJltian and hunlian are borrowed from Edward Schafer; see his Paang tbe Void- Timg Approad;es /o the
StarJ (Berkeley: University of Catifomi,, Press, 1977), p. 35. For a dctailed discussion abour the succcss of thc gaitia11
theory during the Liang dynasty, sec Yamada Keiji, pp. 98-134. For general discussions of the gaitian and hu111ian
theorics, see Liu Zhaomin t•Jll1l•Jl, Zhongh11a tianwen xuefazhan sbi 'l'~k.li:..-!1!"47-Al'i:. (Taipei: Commercial Press,
1985), pp. 445-471; Chen Zungui l.f.i!-11!,, Zlxmgguo lianwen xursbi 'I' f!il k.li:.. ~ Jt vol. 6 (Taipei: /'.linwen shuju, 1990),
pp. 1827-1845; and Xuan Huancan 1i:J~J~.• 'Ti(mwm ::..-ue sbi k.li:.. ~ 't (Beijing: Gaodeng 1iaoyu chubanshe, 1992), pp.
64-78.
24

Miura Kunio, pp. 12-14.

25 Thomas Hahn, p. 147.
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the qi traveled in the hwnan body through some predetermined routes in the same way it
rravels in a cave. Titis theory matured during the Six Dynasties, crystallizing in Tao
Hongjing's Dengzhmyinjue 1f-.A-F.t.-tk:,26 also written during Emperor Wu's reign in the Liang
dynasty 27
Tius analysis tries to put the backdrop of Bu Jiang Zong ba!JJUan zhuan in its due
intellectual context.

IL The Theory of Three Cinnabar Fields and the Practice of Qigong
In the story, the white ape's body is as hard as iron and weapons cannot hurt him. However,
he has one point, several cun -t (Chinese inches) below his navel,28 where he is vulnerable to
knives and swords (bianti jietie weiqixiashucun changhubizhi cibibunengyubingren i.!Ht 1\'-~. •{i.~r
it-t, 'fj(iii-Z, ~t.~-.:r-~t-fif*JJ). Titis phenomenon reflects a key concept in the age-old
traclition of Chinese qigong ~-0 29 (especially in its martial arts branch), which is called lianmen
:lllt-P, (the gate of cxercise)_30 A qigong master can make his entire body as hard as iron by
training his inner breath to circulate around an intemal route (jing/uo .<..<H~)- But there always
remains one vulnerable point serving as the "opening" of the breathing exercise (qzkou ~ O)
that is necessary for the qigong practice. 31 No master can fill this gap until he becomes an
immortal.
The location of the white ape's lianmen is related to another important concept in the Six
Dynasties Highest Clarity Taoism (shangqing pai J:. ;-A- iffi_) - the concept of Three Cinnabar
Fields (dantian ft l'fJ). 32 Titis was established in the Jin dynasty (265-420) when Huangtingjing i-T
M_.<.~33 (fhe Book of the Yellow Court) first appeared. 34 According to Huangtingjing, Cinnabar
Fields are places of generation, and various kinds of micro-gods (zhenren chizj f.LA.#-1-) reside

26

DZ 22:193.

27 See also Miura Kunio, pp. 14-15.
28 See also notcs 32 and 36.
29 One possible translation of qigong is "thc work of the qi," sec Tlx Taolll Body (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1993), p. 132 (this is Karen C. Duval's English translation of Schipper's Le mrpJ looiJ«, 1982).
30 Since I have found no satisfactory translation for lianmen, the one I have uscd here is offcred only tcntativcly. [ haYe
not yct been able to locate the earliest docomentation of lianmm in Chinese sources. However, hanmw appears so
frequently in later Chinese novels of martial arts (wu;..:ia xiaoJhuo Ji\1~·J·lll.) that it becomes a commonplace for the
Chinese audience.
31

ln traditional Chinese novcls of martial arts, lianmen can be almost any part of the body, for instance, top of the head.
throat, or underside of the foot.

32 The translation here is borrowed from F. A. Kierman's translacion of Henri Maspero, who has also offcrcd a concisc
cxplanation of the concept: 'The body is dividcd into threc sections: the upper seccion (head and arms), thc rnidJle
section (ehest), lower section (beUy and legs). Each of these has its vital center, a sort of command post; these are the
three Cinnabar Fields, (so called because cinnabar is the essential ingredient for the drug of irnmortality): the first, thc
Palace of Ni-huan (a term derived from the Sanskrit word Nirvana) is in the brnin; thc second, the Scarlet Palace, is
near the heart; the third, the Lower Cinnabar Field, is below thc navcL" Sec Maspcro, 1981, p. 268.
33 The translation is borrowed from Maspero, 1981, p. 341.
34

For the dates of composition and early circulation of Huangtingjing, see Kristofer Schipper, CJnmrdantt du I-lo11ang-t~iJg
king;Net~kingel JVai-king(Paris: Ecole Franqaise d'Extremc-ocicnt, 1975), pp. 1-11; and Wang Ming, .!.•Jl "Huangting
jing kao" ifßt!.f~ in his Daojia IH! cho;i'ao Jixiangyanjiu it:f~.iA.<It-'e·Ml-.>!TJt (Beijing Zhongguo shehui ke,-uc
chubanshe, 1984), pp. 324-371.
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there.35 The position of the Lower Cinnabar is several tun under the naveJ.36 When one kills
the gods who reside there, one kills the man, just as Ouyang He killed the white ape in Bu Jiang
Zong bajyuan zhuan.31
For these pre-Tang Taoist practitioners, the circulation of breath was "the technique of
immortality,"3B and the Lower Cinnabar Field served as the most crucial spot. The breath
"descends from the nose (the Long Valley) to the kidneys (the Dark District) and traverses the
Five Viscera (the Suburbs) and the Six Receptaclcs (the Countryside)" and then goes through
the Origin of the Barrier (guanyuan 1\ll fi:.) down to the Lower Cinnabar, from where the qi
begins to travel back to the Upper Cinnabar. 39 The above concept is importruH fo r our
understanding of the story. In addition to other signs - such as the white ape's age and his
human abilities40- the position of his Jianmen alone confirms that the white ape in Bu Jiang Zong
bajyuan zhuan is a Taoist qigong practitioner oflongevity.
From the Six Dynasties through to the Tang, Taoists also engaged in the technique of
"Avoiding Creals" (bigu ~J!l:) to achieve longevity.41 In this theory, there are Three Worms or
Corpses (sanshi 3-.F) residing in everyone's Three Cinnabar Fields. Not only do these Worms
"direcdy cause decrepitude and death by attacking the Cinnabar I'ields, but they also try to
shorten the time of life allotted to the man in whom they lodge," because as soon as the man
dies, these Worms are freed 42 It is "with the Essence of Cereals that the Three Worms are
bom and nourished."43 When the cereals were cut off, these Worms would be gradually
destroyed. This served as the main reason for the practice of Taoist fasting, which
complemented other Taoist longevity practices.

35

For Cinnabar Ficlds as places of geoerarion, see Kristofcr Schipper, 1993, p. 133. In addirion to thc Huangling;lng
sources, Ge Hong's Baopu ::;j also confirms that there are gods residing in Cinnabar FJelds, sec Wang ivling, Baopu.,;
n<ipian jimJJJi .it;~Ff f).J jf,;/{"f (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1980), p. 296. Henri Maspero offers a concisc descriprion of
this belief as follows: 'The hwnan body is indeed a world (microcosm) like the exterior world, that of I leaven and
Earth as the Chinese say (macrocosm). And it too is peopled with divinities." See Maspero, 1981, p. 268.

36 1\ccording to the most popular theory supported by HJianglingjing, the Lower Cinnabar is three am under the navel.
However, there are othcr theories claiming that the placc is either one cun or two am or two cun and four Jen (onc mn
e<juals tcn Jen), rcspectively, under the navel. For instancc, Ge Hang believcs that the Lower Cinnabar is two '"" and
fourfen under the nave~ see Wang Ming, 1980, p. 296.
37

According to HJ~anglingjing. "(The arca situated) three inches below the Cinnabar Field (is) the dwelling of a god"
l!lr-=.. -t#f!f /l;), cited in Maspero, 1981, p. 493. According to the Taoist multi-levcllogic,
one may ta.ke the white ape's body as a universe. By killing thc god dwelling in the ape's Lowcr Cinnabar Fie1d, one
certainly killed the ape. One may also ta.ke the mountain-grono utopia as a universe, in which case the god who
dwelled in the cave-cinnabar field was in turn the white ape. Ouyang He's killing of the white ape therefore gains an
allegoricallayer of meaning.

(tianxia sancun Jhemuoju

38 See Henri Maspero, 1981, p. 339.
39

Ibid., PP· 341-342

40 The white ape was one thousand years o ld and he lcamed to speak hwnan language as weil as to read Taoist
talismanic rexts. Transforming into hwnan shape and gaining human abilities such as speaking and rcading were
important stages for an animal Taoist practising longevity principles. Many interesting examples can be seen in latcr
masterworks of Chinese fiction, for instance, Xiyou ji E!i .ili1C. (The Joumey to the West).
41

The translation is borrowed from Hcnri Maspero, 1981, p. 333. For studies of bigu in Western language, see Jean Levi,
"L'abstinence de ccreales chez !es taoistes," Etudu dlinoim I (1983), pp. 3-47.

42 Maspero, 1981, p. 269. 1t is also possible to reason that when Ouyang He stabbed thc white ape under his Lower
Cinnabar, its Wonn was freed.
43

lbid.
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In the story the white ape loves " fruits and nuts" (xidan guoli %•J.i.J!L~) but does " not
drink and eat regularly" (yinshi wuchang ii:.1;- ~ 't), which could be interpreted as signs of
practicing "Avoidance of Cereals." However, the fact that the white ape especially likes to
eat dogs (youshi quatz JG "-t *.) seerns to contradict this theory, since dogs were probably
considered delicacies in the hwnan diet at the time.
My interpretation of this arnbiguous situation is that the white ape follows the practice
of "Avoidance of Cereals" only partially, revealing the inner struggle between the nature of
an animaland the principles of a Taoist practitioner.
There were four rnain Taoist longevity practices popular frorn dte Six Dynasties
through to the Tang: thc " Taking Drugs" (jushi »ll1;-),44 the "Avoidance of Cereals," dte
"Guiding of Breath" (xingqi ~t ~ or daoyin if ~I )45 and the " Inner Charnber" (jangzhong
9').46 The first one was later regarded as the "Outer Alcherny" (waidan >'Ht) tradition while
the other three were con sidered to be rnainly in the " Inner Alcherny" (neidan R 7t )
tradioon.47 In Bu jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan the white ape practised all rnethods except the first
one. Therefore, I suspect he was an early practitioner ofTaoist "Inner Alcherny."48

'*

III. The Secret ofTaoist Inner Chamber Arts ofLongevity
The white ape in ilie story is one thousand years old and has sexual intercourse with sorne
thirty warnen every nighr. All the evidence points to the fact that he is practising the Taoist
secret inner chamber arts (jangzhong shu 'f #r) 49 for longevity rather than simply indulging in
sensual gratification .
We read from the story that the ape " had enjoyed the warnen in the practice of bucai to
benefit only hirnself and had no accornplices" (bucai weizhi qishengeng wu danglei .tli;J;F.•-ji:..JI:.Jt:.~!!..
~ :f: ~Jl). Bucai is a critical term in the Taoist inner chamuer arts of longevity, 50 sign.ifying the

'*

44 FuJbi was the only pracrice of the major four lhat the white apc did no t follow.

45 Tne translauon is borrowed from I Jenri Maspero, 1981, p. 283. Xint~~i is a ktnd ofTaoistQ~ng.
46 'The next secrion wiU be devoted to a dctailed discussion of fong;;j»ng. Scholars disonguish among thrcc groups o f
JangJhu :;t ~ (esoteric arts) of thc pre-Qm pcriod (beforc 221 BQ, namely ><.-intlli,fuJbi and fong;;}»ng 'lbc -""lffi group
was rcprescnted by Pcng Zu I.H ll, Wang Qiao .I. Ir and Chi.wng Zi #t~"f, and flounshed an the areas of Ba
and
Shu Ii . The juJhi group, headed by An Qishcng *.J!Jl 1., was populaJ m the areas of Qi !i- and Lu ·t·. Thc fong:;jxmg
group was led by Rangehen Zi Z.A"f, and active in the ccntral Qin area .f- '!'. The latcr Taoost longevity principles
foUowed thcsc catcgories offa ngJbJI to a ce rtain extcnt, sec Wang Ming. 1980, p. 103. We should also nooce that there
are interactions among these catcgones, for instance, Pcng Zu is regarded as a master of lhe ""'rfi" trac.lition and is also
taken to be the patriarch of thc fong<fxmg tradition. See Sakade Yoshinobu ~/::I:H-Ff$, Dök;yö IIJyo/ö Jhil6 iii:~ ~1:.
,\!!,!J!. (fokyo: Perikansha, 1992), pp. 23-105.

e..

c

47 Jlcnn Maspero's translator uses "lnteno r Cinnabar" tO translote nm/an, sec Henri 1\.laspero, 1981, p. 345. Hcre I
foUow lhe more popular translaoon of "inner alchemy."
48 Accordlllg ro Tang dynasty Taoast ideology the nridan pracnuoner gamed longevity whde the uoidan pracurioner
:asccnded to the heaven (younlldan:;Pt !e;ytyannian dtwaidan;;}lt !e!)iJbrngiUJn ;tf i'<l .ft ::1!- "f >;/.~ Jf.~ ;t-.ft-!' "f >'). J1. }(.), sec
Sangdang xindan jintJur .LiPJ ,;_; .ft.tf .lk, which was supposed to be produccd under lhe Tang dynasty. Sec DZ 66:600.

49 For a gcneral discussion about thc histo ry of Chinese chamber arts (both Taoist and non-Taoist) see R. II. van Gulik's
StxuolUfl in Andtnt OJina: A Prdiminary Sun-9 ofChinei' J ex and Sodt!J Q..t:lden: EJ. Brill, 1961).
50 811tai o r ,tJibu -l*:ioll or caizhan -!*~ is frequcntl y used in Taoist writings as weil as Chinese ficrional writings after the
Song dynasty. Cf. Catherine Dcspcux's lmmorttllu dt Ia C!Jint anciennr (Puiseaux: Pardes, 1990), pp. 225-226. But
because no prc-Tang sources aJe readily a,·ailable, I am unable to provide detailed infonnaoo n on lhc carly history of
the renn.
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male partner's use of a series of comphcated techniques to extcact the Essence of Life fro m
the female partner so as to prolang his hfe span. 51 This method can be practised either alone
or with accomphces {you ;t).52
From the pre-Qin to the Western Han dynasty (206 BC-24 AD), the inner chamber arts
were a kind of fmrgshu. Beginning with the establishment of Cclestial Master Taoism (known
also as zvudoumi dao li.-4-,;ll.it) during the reign of Emperor Shun .IIJi-,t (r. 125-144) of the
Eastem Han dynasty,53 the inner chamber arts were incorporated into Taoism. During the Si.x
Dynasties, Taoist inner chamber arts developed in most of the major Taoist sects, especially
Highest Clarity Taoism.54 Before this, the inner chamber arts were mai.nly transrnitted orally
from the master to the disciple, but from this time it began to be recorded officially in Taoist
writings for more people to share.ss Bu Jiang Zo1rg ba!Juan zhuan was right set in Emperor Wu's
reign of the Liang dynasty, when the inner chamber arts were promoted by Highest Clarity
Taoism.
During the early-Tang period, in which Bu Jimrg Zong bt1ljuan zhuan was probably written,56
the inner chamber arts were practised not only by Taoists but also more extensively among
doctors, hterati, and officials.
Sun Sirniao's .J.I\.\R·i&& (581-682) monumental works on Chinese medicine,57 Qimginyaofmrg
f-1:-~:;5' andQim!Jinyzfang f-1:-,J.:;5', both devoted considerable space to the inner chamber
arts in the section on Nourishing the Vital Principle {yangxing -l-·11.).58 In the hands of eminent
early Tang dynasty doctors the Taoist secret chamber practice of longevity became a special

51

lt is important 10 understand that 1) mibu is part of thc 'faoistjangzhong shu but not all Taoistfang'i}JOng shu are involved
in the technigue of caibu; 2) Taoistjang<fJong shu is part of jang'{j10ng shu but not all ja11g<}JOng sbu are neccssarily Taoist; 3)
caibu is a speaal tcchnigue that may or may not eXJsl tn the pre-Taoist fang<}JOng sbu but it dcfirutely exists tn Taoist

jang'(jJOng shu.
52 For instance, accordmg to Chen Tuan's Ii# (?-989) Fangsbu :x=nji #;~i:J.i: (faiwan photographtcal ecbcioo with no
dates of publtcaoon available), the fifth requirement of tnncr charnber arrs is choosing accomphccs fi9ou !t h:.), see p. 4.
53 The chambcr arts played an unportant role in Celcsoal Master Taoism for about three hundred ycars, starring from 1ts
patriarch Zhang l.Jng fl<.fk. unttl the Northem Wet dynasty (386--534) when Kou Qianzlu ~ 'it:t. (36S-448)
refonned Celestial Master Taoism in 415. See "Siulao zhi" of ll7tt!bu { tt t' ) ( ~ :t .t ) (Be11ing: Zhonghua shuju
1974, and hereafter WS) 8:114:3049-3054. Cf. Ren Jiyu's 'fj,tfli!: ZIJOnggUJJ daojiM sln' '!' ~ i.!~'t (Shangh:u: Shanghai
renmm, 1990), p. 202.

54 Tao Hongjing's "Yunu sunyipian" chapter in Yang:xingyanmingfll ( -f:.·l1.lt.~ ) qly-Jt-4JI.it.if;) serYes as onc of
the earliest wcinen treacments of the Taoist mner chambcr arts tn Tao's time. See DZ 62:572
55

Oral transrrusston as the only way of passing the secrets of inner chamber arts from one gcneration to another was
dcsccibcd by Ge llong m Baopu rr!. (afa nai <fltnmr /r.IJu/r.IJu >.iangchuan bmbu.sbll)'t suifumrn~·aq trjubu:ifd.rJOOyibudedJtJngshmgyt
Jlt)!-7) -A-A. o o ~Q~,t.;r- 'I!!.JftßiLt .m.U.:f-1-r>>lt,l-'IF :1-.flfk.1.'1!!.), sec Wang 1\.hng, 1980, p. 137. Thc Celescial
Master Taotsm also does not have any extant wntten manual for chambcr arts.

t

56 Most cbuanqi cnocs bclieve that Bu Jiang Zong baryuon 'i}Juan was wcitten during the carly Tang. Pcr.;onally, I suspect that
it was donc under the reigns ofEmpress Wu (r. 684-704). My reasons will bc givcn latcr Ul this paper.
57 In addition 10 Sun's monumental works, the Tang Dynasty Wang Tao's .l.,! Wairai mjyao ?1--i;f;l;~. completcd in
752, also deals with the chambcr arts. See ll7aitai mfyao (Beijing: Renrnin weisheng chubanshe, 1955) pp. 459-460.
58 In Sun Simiao's ''Yangxing" seccion of Qian;inyaojang ( +~-:l-~ ) ( -f:-·11. · #;'I' 1f,i\. ) , see DZ 87-89:80()..820.
The trans!auon ofyangxing1s borrowed from Henn Maspero, 1981, p. 36.
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helping to prolong the natural life-spans of their
medical treatmcnt (yangsheng Ja ..f-1patients and patrons.59
Bo Xingjian's a-HM (776-826) Tiandiyitryangjiaohuan dalefu R..JI!!.I't-1%-X..fit:k.~JIJ:., which
was preserved in the Dunhuang :f.t:J:.t caves and remained nndiscovered for many centuries, is
a persuasive illustration of the popularity of inner chamber ans within the circle of Tang
dynasty literari.GO Under these circumstances it is quite possible that the anonymous author of
Bu jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan could have gained enough knowledge of Taoist inner chamber ans
to deal with them accurately in the story without belanging to any of the known Taotst orders.
The descriprion of inner chamber ans in Bu Jiang Zong ba!Juan zj;ua1r is remarkably close to
rl1e Six Dynasries Taoist rules of practice. According to Yufang mijue .J,.,%{il:ik:,61 the female
partner of a Taoist inner chamber ans pracritioner should be "young,"62 with smooth skin and
black hair, and have a soft voice. 63 In the story, after the white ape is killed, Ouyang He
searches the ape's treasures and fi.nds "three dozen women, all c.xtraordinarily beautlful" ifumr
sanshibeiJio/ueqise -*f A..3.. -j- 1;. , 'itt. ~.Jt. ~). These women teil Ouyang He that whenever one of
rl1em becomes old she is takcn away to a place nonc of them knows. This is idenrical to the
fate of female partners in the Taoist sources described above.
According to Tao Hongjing, if an inner chamber ans pracririoner was able to have
intercourse with twelve women in one night, he would Iook very yonng even when he became
an old man. And ifhe could have intercourse with ninety-three women in one night, he would
live for ten thousand years.64 The white ape has " three dozen women," and he goes to "all the
beds making Iove with the women every night'' (y~jiu i/Htchuangniaoxiyixjjiezhou R:f.t ft J.f..~ ;j~,
-7 1\" f.l). As a result, he has lived for one thousand years. This is a vivid illustrarion of Tao
Hongjing's rule: three dozen falls between twelve and ninety-thrce, and the ape's age, one
thousand, falls betwee-n one hundred and ten thousand.65
"Trying to have a son" (qiutf >~-'T) was an inlponant component o f Taoist inner chamber
arts from the Six Dynasties through to the Tang. In order to produce a clever son who would
enjoy good luck, the male pracritioner had to ejaculate on a certain day (yue:x.iu fJ f6), according
to the Taoist theory of inner chamber ans. Tao Hongjing cited a relatively shon Iist of these

59

I believe that this phcnomcnon - fong;jJOng Jbu as medical treatmcnt - existed mainly from the Han through thc Tang.
After the Tang, the inner chamber a.rts werc not discusscd much as a means of medical treatment in thc history of
Chinese mediane.

60 The original, nurnbercd as P 2539, os now kept in Bobliotheque Nationale, Paris. For an English surnrnary of the
piece, see R. H. ,.an Gulik's EroticColour Print.roftbtMrng Ptriod(l"okyo: P rivately-pnnted cdition, 1951), pp. 90-94;
for an annotated Eng~sh translation, see Gutik, 1961 , pp. 203-208. For discussions about this ptece, sec Yc Dchui's
if.{t.olf (1864-1927) postface to his Sbuangm<iJi"ng'an congJ/)11 ~~-f.-l't'l :lt (Chongsha: Yeshi, 1907); and Jiang
)Gaoyuan's it.Bk./.V. "Tiandi yinyang jiaohuan dalefu fawci" ( ( J(.Jtft~ Jtjlj::k.~JJ:.) -ff-~ ) , Cbinm Studin 9. 1
(199 1), pp. 273-283.
61

Ylljangmijue is recorded in ''Jingji zht" of SuiJbu ( fi"t ) (.t.Ui-.t) as "medtcal prescriptions" (;ijang
SuiJh11 (Bet1ing: Zhonghua shuJu, 1973, and heceafter SS) 4:34:1043.

.J.I-:>t), see

62 Thc best age for female pa.rtners os bet:ween fourteen and runeteen, and no older than tlurty.

63 Sec Yujang mijut (faiwan photographical edmon wirh not dates of publication ovailablc), p. 7.
64

Sec D Z 62:572.

65

From the wording of Huangtingjing, it scerns that the followmg os o common belief of the time: ontcrcourse "ith
twch-e women makes an old man Iook young. The upper lurut of the life--span of ordtnary people os approxomately
one hundred years.
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days, 66 while Sun Sim.iao offered a very long Iist, including all the y uexiu days in each month.67
In the story the white apc cventually has a son conceived by Ouyang He's wife, and he is sure
this boy will "meet a sage emperor and honour his family and ancestors" (jia11g/e11g shengdi bida
qii!J'i!, .JI+i!~ ~, ·>L· :1::.~ 'it). I strongly suspect that the white ape makes sure he has Jus son
conceived on one of theseyuexiu days.
The Taoist inner chamber arts, espec~ally during the Si.x Dynasties, were regarded as
esoteric techniques. They were often pracosed together with other longevity methods,
especially the xingqi method, in a Taoist mountain utopia.68 In the story the white ape practised
the inner chamber arts as well as xingqi 69 in his mountain utopia, and he "often read books
made of wooden slips." The characters in these books Iook like "Taoist talisman seal
characters, and none of us (his women) could recognize them" (i.fmofuzhuan liaobukeshi :f-~..?1l., 1 ;(- •fli\). I suspect that some of the ape's books may weil be secret manuals for Taoist
chamber arts.

IV. The Ctitical Moment of Noon
In the story the white apc always leaves home a few mi.nutes after noon (rizholl!, El tf or wushi

-t!hf):
a~~+. ~a~•.••ö~t~I.a~~•.

After the hour of twelve noon, the white ape would suddenly disappear. Each a ftcrnoon, he would
journey sevcral thousand Ii but would rcrum just as dusk was falling.

W'hy is noon so important? This is a question that chuanqi critics have not yet cxplored.
Generally speaking, noon was a critical moment in the ancient Chinese mind, especially in
Buddhism and Taoism from the Six Dynasties to the Tang dynasry. Yoshikawa Tadao's t; Jll
.t J;., study on the general meaning of noon70 provides us with a springboard. According to
Yoshikawa Tadao, the issue of noon was fust seriously raised under thc Liu Song dynasty
(420--479), which sponsored a debate about whether Buddhism or Taoism was superior and
whether India or China was the center of the wocld.7 1 The group arguing for India presented
the following evidence: in India, at noon on the Summer Solstice (:xiazhi Ji..f.), there exists no
shadow (/a'I!,Zhong WlfJing 7f tf ..._J;). This was offered as a sign of a superior culture.n

66 See DZ 62:572.
67 See DZ 87-89:800-820.
68 To select the righr place for practising the mner chamber arts is extremely Slgruficanr for Taoists. The Taorst
mountain uropra rs of course the best placc. Tao I !on&Jing listed many places that are •mproper and wamed all
practitioners ro a\·o•d these forb1dden areas (di;i .lo!!..~·).
69 See analys1s above.
70 Yoshikawa Tadao, "Nitchü mue1 - Shikaisen ko" El

'f $!-fj - J' NHt.~, in Cbügoku J:.o.Oökyö 1bi k.mk:J·it tp []1 t!iif!

~5J::liif'fl:. Ed. Yoshikawa (Kyoto: DOhösha Shuppan 1992), pp. 175-216

71

Ibid.

72 Thc Summer Solsncc IS the tcnth o f the Twenty-four Solar Terms. For a famous d.laloguc conceming th1s topic
between the ßuddlust Ilui Yan ~.j{ and the scholar H e Chengnan {Of ,'f<~ , s~-e HwJmo's .!l-~ (497-554) GaoJtnt,

"'uan ;i,i'lt-14-, m GoJOJtng ~man lx.ft' i&Jit-!4-1;-,l (Shangha1: Shanghru guji chubanshc, 1991), 1:47.
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Through Yoshikawa Tadao's analysis,7 3 it becomes clear that, in Ge 1-Iong's Shenxian zhuan
i'i'1JJ~, noon was the preferred time for Taoist adepts to perform Deliverance of the Corpse
(shijie ? Wf-).1·1 For instance, famous adepts such as Wang Fangping .1. ~ + ,75 Ji Zi.xun .~1-t
1Jrl,76 Dong Feng -lf-'*-77 and Ge Xuan ~ i; 78 all "departed to 1-Ieaven at noon" (rizhong dangfa
EI <f 't 1t) and left their body as a useless "shell" (quke ~(;.tt) in this world.
Thus noon was the critical moment for Taoist adepts to become irnmortals, and
Yoshikawa Tadao explored other aspects of noon in Taoism also. For insta.nce, it was cited as
the critical mome.nt for taki.ng drugs, 79 for perforrni.ng rituals, 80 the critical moment for
imroortals to descend to our world (jiangzhen 1\f:-$.-),81 for conferring Heavenly Documents
(shou tianshu ~~ 1'),82 and for practicing various ki.nds of Taoist magic arts,83 among other
things.S4
Most ofYoshikawa Tadao's examples are from Six Dynasties sources, especially from the
Liu Song and Liang dynasties, again correspondi.ng to the historical backdrop of Bu jiang Zong
ba!Juan zhuan.
None of the characters in the story knows why the white ape always leaves his mountain
home after noon, nor what he does when he is away, and of course we remain ignorant today.
However, given that the sources make specific mention of the time, it is only reasonable, I
believe, to interpret the white ape's timing as being in keeping with the intellectual atmosphere
of the age.

V. The Sword, Incense and the Practice ofDivination in Taoist ldeology
In our story the white ape has a pair of treasured swords (baqjian ".{ :M), collects several hu M- of
various ki.nds of incense (..t.w-) and reads books made of wooden slips (mf!Jian _;f..j\lj). These
thrcc sccmingly omamental features help to form the Taoist ideological background that we
have been d.iscussing and reconstructing.

73 Yoshikawa Tadao's exceUent study is extensively used in this paragraph. For demils, see Yoshikawa Tadao, pp. 181185.
74 This translation is borrowed from H~'nri Maspero, 1981, p. 32. Kristofer Schipper's definition of s!Jijie is slightly
different. To him sbijie means that "the sage hirnself had escaped from the world 'by means of his corpse', and
obtained immortality," 1993, p. 182.
75 ln Shenxion zhJ~an, see Ying;in wenyuange sikuquans!Ju !'~P ::t>~-~ M'l!l ;.;f.±t (fa.iwan photographic:tl edition), 1059:269272; also Taipingguant)i *.. f~l~ (Beijing: Renmin wem:ue chubanshe, 1959, and hereafterTPGJ), 1:7:45-48.
76 Ibid., 1059:293-295; also TPGJ 1:12:82-83
77 lbid., 1059:307-308; also TPGJ 1:12:83-85

78 lbid., 1059:290-296; also TPGJ 1:71:441 -444.
79 Thc examples Yoshikawa Tadao uses ase from Tao Hongjing, Z!Jousbi mingmngß ftl ~~;Ai<., see DZ 16:152; and
Wang Xuanhe .I.~X. Santhng zhunatJg ~il'l~:t. see DZ 77:704.
80 Here, Yoshikawa Tadao's example is &om Liu Dabin :1•1 :k.c#;, Maoshan \fli ~ J.,,!,., see DZ 17:153-158.
81

Yoshikawa Tadao uses an example from Ushi <}Jen>.wn trdaa k!nt)ian, see DZ 15-16:139-148.

82 The example Yoshikawa Tadao uscs is from Zhu Fa if;. iJ<, Yaoxiu keyijit!ii '"" !<-i~H\A~.ff-iJ, sec DZ 22:204-207.
83 Yoshikawa Tadao uses many examples from different sources, see pp. 207-210.
84 Here I would like to add one aspect not covered by Yoshikawa Tadao: sword-casting (\f>ujian 1.\-1i•l). In his Baopu <;!,
Ge llong quoted from jinjianji 1:-~1~ indicating that Taoist swords should be cast on a ccrta.in day in the fifth
month exactly at noon, see Wang Ming, 1980, pp. 281-282.
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The sword played an important role in the development of Taoist thought from the Si.x
Dynasties to the Tang. In his 1973 essay, Fukunaga Mitsuji ;ht,,j<.;;t.;J reviewed the role of the
sword in detail85
From the pre-Qin to the Han period the sword enjoyed an important posit:ion in Chinese
culture.B6 Starting from the Three Kingdoms (220-280), according to Fukunaga lvfitsuji, the
sword began to acquire a divine power.B7 In the Jin dynasty, Ge Hong developcd the concept
of a Taoist treasured sword (baqjian 3{ ~ 11). 88 A Taoist treasured sword with an astrological
talisman (tiaflwenzhifu *-.j:.:t..tf) on it could repel harmful spiritual forces such as ghosts.89 Ge
Hong also quoted from ]i'!}ia11ß 90 about techn.iques for cast:ing a pair of Taoist swords - one
male and one female (cixiot~gjicm Ji!jl.t.f1~11)91 - that bad the power to conquer water demons
(shui;i11g J]<.;!'ff).n In the Liu Song dynasty, the concept of the treasured sword seemed to be
even more widely accepted.93
In the Liang dynasty, which is our story's historical backdrop, Tao Hongjing wrote Gujin
daojianlu -i; 4-77 ~~1 t~ and cast thirteen divine swords (shet!fian shisan kou ~f ~11 -t- .3.. o) for
Emperor Wu,94 serving as a sign that the sword was further incorporated into Taoist ideology.
Th.is line of development reached a new stage under the early-Tang dynasty, again
corresponding to the time the story was written. A Iandmark of this period was the
composit:ion of the great Tang dynasty Taoist Sima Chengzhen's Shangqing hanxiangjiantu xu .1.
it%~-i.!il;f. Th.is piece became a court phenomenon, elicit:ing a personal response from
Emperor Xuanzong 't'~ (r. 712-755) himself. 95
In our story, in addition to swords, the white ape collects various kinds of incense, which
also played an important role in ancient Chinese society in general and in Taoist ideology in
part:icular. Fukatsu Tanefusa if!Ut~Lit provides us with a systemat:ic invest:igat:ion on funct:ions
of incense in Chinese culture.96 Many major ancient Chinese philosophical and literary classics
85

Fuk-tmaga J\fitsuji. "Dök"Y6 ni okeru kagami to ken"
59- 120.

86

For examples, see Fukunaga J\1itsuj~ pp. 59- 120.

tlifi;l:..t.:Ht ·'M!fU: fXIJ, ToM GahtM ~:t'*~!l 45 (1973),

pp.

87 Fukunaga J\1itsuji uses here both Cao Pi's f <f (187-226) jianming 4H& and Cao Zhi's f U. (192-232) &X!daoju 'K 7l.P):. as
examples. Another major example he uses is thc wcll-known story of "Zhang Hua if<.~ and his Sword." For detail>, see
Fukunaga Mit>-uji, pp. 94-97.

88 The Taoist treasured sword becamc very important in later Taoist practices. E ven today, bao;ian is a necessity for a
Taoist in rimal ceremonies (zuofa oft;!-).
89 Fujian .f.f-4•) could mean cither "sword of talisman" or "sword as talisman," sec Wang Ming, 1980, p. 162 and p. 308.
Cf. Pukunaga J\1itsuj~ p. 99.
90 The text itself is lost, though portians are preserved in Baop11 <':

91 Tbe idea of tixiongjian here is obviously derived from Zhao Ye's MSJ$. IY'uy11e chunqi11 ;\t,!!l.{i;.iK The author of 811 }iang
Zcng baiyuan <J1110n is perhaps familiar with Wuyue dJ11nqi11. I am not sure whether the "pair of swords" in the storyalso
directly alludes to the tix:iongjian idea, but such a possibility exists.
92 See Wang Ming, 1980, pp. 281-282. Cf. Fukunaga Mitsuji, p. 100.
93

ln addition to Xißng :;?} o!'iii:4JI-1<., examples can be found in Liu Jingshu's ~•)lit~ Yiyuan ~9€.
l\fitsuj~

. Sec Fukunaga

p. 92.

94

Fukunaga Mitsuji, p. 92 and p. 60.

95

Fukunaga Mitsuj~ pp. 59-72.

96 See Fukatsu Tanefusa's "Kodai chugokujin no shisö to seikatsu- kaori ni yoru harai ni tsuite" i'1'i. 'I' ~A.(T).~.!l]. t
±'if;.,.1f 1J ': J: .Q~v >t: ~v'<:, NisM-Gakllfha Unimsity: Orienta!iJm Rtsean·h lnJtitute Mis,rflany .::.,t,>J!F1:-k ~;f
.otft?~#of•) 15 (1984), pp. 41 -70.
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- for instance, Shang shu f.lJ"t, Shijing i1H~, Analects (Lmyu "i~~), Meng i!. ii. -T, Guan i!. "t-T,
Hanfei if .Y+4F--T, Huainan if ifim-T, Chu ci M.~, and Shanhaijing .1! ~.*~ - all cite incense as an
important means of purification against evil spirits.97 Most of the types of incense mentioned never fancy or exotic- were based on plants,98 such as ginger (jiang ll), fragrant thoroughwort
(!an ft'i), Chinese onion (cong :~-) and Chinese mugwort (ai 1..).
From the Six Dynasties through to the Tang, the importance of incense was i.ncorporated
into Taoist ideology. On the one band, inclige.nous plant and mineral based incenses such as
calamus (changpu ~ M), chrysanthemmn (juhua '*'i .ft.) and realgar (xionghuang .tft~) continued to
be used frequently by Taoists as means of purification 99 On the other band, exotic incenses
(anxixiang :ti; .~ iS'-, for instance) imported from remote countries were also used and formed a
category k.nown as yixiang ~'IS'-, usually containing a special protective power for those Taoist
practitioners living in mountain grottos. This background information gives rich cultural clues
tl1at may help explain why the white ape collects various kinds of incense.
The white ape, who can preclict his own death, not only collects incense but also reads
books made of wooden slips. Whenever he finishes reacli.ng his books, the white ape carefully
puts them m1der the stone stairs, and before his death these books are bumed by a mysterious
fire emanating from the stairs. While some of the books are perhaps Taoist manuals for irmer
chamber arts, others, I suspect, are Taoist clivination books, since the white ape obviously
k.nows the art of clivination.IOO
From the omen of the crescent moon and the mysterious fire under the stone stairs, the
white ape k.nows in advance that a stranger will soon come from the outside world and kill
hin1. This suggests that the white ape k.nows the secrets of astrological clivination, in addi.tion
to other methods. Taoist astrological di.vination was popular during the Tang dynasty, as
exemplified by the high Tang product Kaiyuan zhmy'ing rlt,.it.,!; f<Q_lOI
The white ape also k.nows that his son will become famous i.n a sage king's court a few
decades hence. It is likely that he k.nows the att of Taoist calendarology (lizhafl M 6) and the
"selection of days" (zeri ;jf EI) method, which gradually matured through the Six Dynasties up
to the high Tang.I02 Through tl1ese di.vination activities a Taoist practitioner would certainly be
able to teil the destiny of a newbom dUld.
In short, around the white ape protagenist we find Taoist flavors on various Ievels of
Bu jia11g Zo11g baiyuan zhua!l. Therefore, I would venture to argue here that this fictional white
ape was created based on the model of a Taoist.
Bascd on the above explorations, it is now time to examine the relationship between
Ouyang Xun's life and the story of the son in Bu Jiang Zo11g baiyuan zhuan. Such a synthesis will
show how the concept of "historical referentiality" works in this particular text. 103

97 lbid., pp. 41-52.

98 Jbid.
99 Jbid.
I 00 Generally speaking, the secret of chamber arts was transmincd from the master to the disciple oral!y. Su"~'-ing
written manuals were aiJ very tcrse. An inner chambcr arts practitioncr did not have to often rcad the manual. i\
practitioner of divinarion, howe\·er, had to consult the books more frequendy.

101 Mare Killinowski's "La Iitterature divinatoire dans le D(liJ'(O"g," CabtefJ d"Extrime-AJie 5 (1989-1990), p. 103.
102 Cf. Mare Killinowski, pp. 91-103.
103 Fora derailed discussion on rhe concept "historical referentiality," see Jue Chen, 1997, pp. 1-64.
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VI. The Geographical Location of Ouyang Xun's Home town
Ouyang Xw1's home town was in Un.xiang County 1!.1i.i-lo of the Tanzhou Autonomous Prefecture i.f-:1'11 duri.ng the Tang dynasty, which today is patt of Hunan Province. 1 0~ During the
Liang dynasty, Linxiang was the capita1 of Changsha Prefecture ,kiJ;IIJI, and concurrently that
of Xiangzhou Autonomaus Prefecture i-in :/'1·) . LOS
The genealogy of Ouyang Xun's family is as follows: his father was Ouyang He, and his
grandfather was Ouyang Wei. Ouyang Wei's father was Ouyang Sengbao ~1%-1\li'}f and his
grandfather was OuyangJingda ~~~it. 106 Both were minor autonomous prefecture officials
of the Liang dynasty. At that tinle the Ouyang family belonged to a powerful clan of the
Changsha Prefecture (weijun hao~ ~;lljlf:~)l07
Since antiquity the Changsha Prefecture had been the center for Changshaman f<:).!l ·'J!, one
of the four major southem Man minorities in meclieva1 China. 108 Changshaman spread
throughout the vast triangle of Changsha, Lingling Ft and Guiyang #.!%- Prefectures. 109 This
area feil within Xiangzhou Autonomous Prefecture of the Liang dynasty and is today in the
southem patt of Hunan Province. In a nortl1-south direction on the map, this !arger triangle of
prefectures in Xiangzhou geographically para1lels that smaller triangle of count:ies - Guiyang,
Yangshan ~ ..4 and Qujiang llb )_r_ (the capita1 of Shi.xing :1;;~ Prefecture)- in Hengzhou ,f;f:J'li ,
where Lan Qin made his first southem expeclit:ion to pacify the Man minority. Ouyang Wei's
own similar expeclition after Lan Qin's death was to an area that happens to be the intersect:ion
of these two triangles: the border between Xiangzhou and Hengzhou of the Liang dynasty. 110
Changshaman was the predominant etlmic minority occupying the area of thcse two
triangles from the Southem Dynast:ies (420-589) to the Tang.111 The legendary ancestor of
Changshaman is a clivine dog ca1led Pan Hu ~~. 112 the fullest version of whose story is in
"Nanman xi'nanyi liezhuan" ~ 1! & ~ ~ 7H4- of Hou Han shu ,ft;,{ '!, compiled by the Liu

-*

104 Linxiang County was located roughly in the suburbs of today's Changsha City
(Changsha: Hunan rcnmin chubanshe, 1961), p. 450.

k i;!;oi'. See Huna11 slx11gc;hi ilJI r*J ;{j .t.

105 Here I tcnrativcly translate;un as "prefccture" and 'ij;ouas "autonomous prefccturc."
106 For borh Ouyang Sengbao and Ouyang Jingda, no deta.iled biographical information is a,·a.iJable from any of the
pcrtinent dynastic histories.
107 See Chw!Ju P.f_ 't (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1972, and hereaftcr CS) 1:9:157-160; and Nans/;i

m;t {Bcijing: Zhonghua

shuju, 1975, and hereafter NS) 5:66:1613-1614.
108 Thc othcr three major kinds were lr'uängman j(_lk_ ·1/·, tiving in the area of Wuxi .E.. ~ (f'ive Brooks) - Xiongxi ~ ;Ji:,
Wuxi j(_~, Youxi 1!i ~. Yuanxi ;)(.~ and Chenxi ,R~ - corresponrting to today's Hunan Provincc; Li'!Jimmrm lill'
'!', tiving in the area of Nanjun r*Jtll, ßajun e,t)l and Jiangxia ic<.:I_, corrcsponcling to today's Sichuan llSI JLI and
Hubei ii}j•t; Provinces; and Banshunman ;!.&.11;'1/-, tiving in Bajun. Fora discussion of these four major typcs, sce Jiang
Yingtiang's

ic<.li!A"- Zhonu,uo min:;;ttJhi 'l' ~ !\.~ ;t (Beijing: !'vlinzu chubanshe, 1990), pp. 262-267.

I 09 Guiyang Prefecture of the uang dynasty was in today's southem part of 1-Iunan Provi.nce, while Guiyang County, part
of the prcfecture, is now in the northem part of Guangdong Province. 'The former belongs to the traclitional
geographical category of Xiang ;jq and the latter tothat ofYue

-fl-.

110 For deta.ils, see Jue Chen, 1996, pp. 83-89.
11 1 'Ibis statement is supported by both ancient records and the research of modem anthsopologists.
112 In adclition to C!Jangshaman, Pan Hu has other kinds of Man minority descendants such as lf"uängman, sec below.
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Song dynasty historian Fan Ye il!.~ (398-445) only a few decades earlier. 1 13 TI1e story reads as
follows:
·~·~-kA~&. ·&~•&. ~~~~ti . ~#-~T . • ftMKA~~M·AA~.AA

~~-. ~-~. ~&~~* · ~·-·A.~~~~. ~a-~. T+~4. -~~~AM~

~T. -~-~~~. ~~*··~· •*•· ~ft·~~~·~~*· ~-#·~~.-~

••

-~~~M~ . *~~. ~A
T+, ~~~U. ~öff. ·~~~. ~~*E·~ · ·4~
ft~kA~~. L~~~ .M A•~.Aä~L . *~*-~*~· A«&~U. ~-h~
* · •ß&~ . ~~4*····-~-.~~~M~. -~
~~-~~A. *~** • •

*·

•.

•~•. ~~~~• - •~~~. •~~•. *A~*a. ••~-~~ . ~~••· ~~~
•. *~1f.1f.ftli~ • ... +J<..i:YA ik.'k'~~ . 114
In the past, Gaoxin Shi was invaded by Quanrong. The k.ing was disturbed by the violent invasion
but could not overcome it. The k.ing made the following eillct known to the whole world: Anyone
who could behead General Wu of Quanrong would be awarded one thousand yi o f gold, be given
tcrritories with ten thousand families, and be married to the young Princess. At that time, the king
owned a dog called Pan Hu wbose coat was made of five different colours.
After tbe eillct was publicized, Pan Hu came to the Palace holillng a person's head in its
mouth. The subjects were surprised and on examining tbe head, found that it was General Wu's.
The k.ing was overwhelmed with joy. But obviously a dog was not supposed ro bc married to a
Princess or given a substantial parccl of land. The king wanted to reward Pan Hu for his
contribution but did not know what the reward should be. Then, the Princess heard the whole
story: she feit that her father should not break a k.ing's promise and she asked to be married to
Pan Hu. The king bad no choice and had his daughter marry Pan Hu.
Pan H u carried the Princcss into the Southern Mountains and arrived at a stonc hall on a
place so precipitous that no human had ever set foot on it. Then, the Princcss took offher robe,
madc knots of ptgian and wore clothes of du/i.115
The king was sad. He missed his daughter and sent out envoys to find her. However, th e
envoys encountcred ghastly winds and dark rains and wcrc not ablc to proceed. In thc course of
threc ycars, the Princess gave birth to twelve children, six boys and six girls.
When Pan Hu illed, these children married each other. They uscd bark to make clothcs,
embellished with grasses and nuts. Thcy liked colourful clothes and always cut them out to
suggest the shape of a tail. Years later, the Princcss returned home and told thc whole story to thc
king
Then, the k.ing asked the Princess tobring aU her children down to the human world. (..
The descendants of these children are today's Changshaman and Wulingman.
113 Ban Gu's Jilg] (32-92) Han shu il:! was taken as a model by historians in the Tang Dynasty, see David McMullen,
Stak and Schohrs in T'ang C/;ina (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp. 163-168. Although Hou Han shu
was less prestigious in Tang people's minds, it was seriously srudied and annotated. The authoritative corrunentary of
Houl-lan shu was clone by a group of historians during the reign of Emperor Gaozong headed by Li Xian 4' 'Ii-, thc
crown pcince between 675 and 680, seealso McMullen, p. 174.
114 Hou Ilan shu 10:76:1829-1830. As a legend, the earliest record of the Pan Hu story is found in Fengsu w11g)i Ji\.%-mk by
Ying Shao [@.?~Ii of the Eastem Han dynasty. In the Eastero Jin dynasty, versions of the legendary Pan Hu story can be
found in Guo Pu's ~p~ (276-324) Shanhaijing<}m .t.~!!tü. and Xlianzhong;l-t:4'1C.; and thcre is also an elaborated
version in Gan Bao's f- 'l Sousbenji ;!t#iC., which is very dose in wording to the 1-lou I-fan shu vers10n. 1\s a historical
record, an earlier documentation of the Pan 1-lu story is in Gan Bao's ]inj 1HC. before Hou Han slnt. For details about thc
texrual evolution of this story, see Wu Yongthang's ~,j( :f:, Zhongguo nonfang min,Pu wenhuayuanlim/;i <f li!l ,f, ~~~X. {t
W. i/.Ut (Nanning G<Lwgxi jiao}u chubanshe, 1991), pp. 343-347.
115 According to Li Xian, the meaning of PIIJ'ian and thtu· hcre was even not understood by the Tang people. See I lou J-la"
sh11 ~l il:! (ßeijing Zhonghua shuju, 1965) 10:86: 1289-1290.
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This version of the Pan Hu story was widely accepted by the majority of Tang historians
and literati as historical fact. 11 6 It seems that Bu Jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan shares many
elements with that text, on several narrative Ievels. First, the Southern 1\fountain (nanshan
.11) holds an archetypal position here in a series of related texts: in jiaoshiyi/in ~- 1\-!& -tt an
ape from the Southcrn Monntain steals a charming concubine; 117 in B01vu zhi t-"f~h .(:. the ape
who steals women is from the southwestern mountains of the Shu region; 11 8 in Bu jiang
Zong ba!Juan zhuan the white ape carries Ouyang He's wife to a southern mountain; and in
Hou Han shu Pan Hu carries the Princess off to the Southem Mountain.
Second, the stone hall here serves as a locus of archetypal power. This concept was
closely shared by Man minorities in the Ba and Shu mountainous regions and Zhang Ling's
i~Fk Celestial Master Taoism as early as the Eastern Han dynasty. 119 According to the T ang
dynasty historian Li Xian,120 the stone hall of Pan Hu was on Wu Mountain :;i\.11, located in
the west of Lu Xi I!~ in Chenzhou Autonomaus Prefecture Jf<.. ·1'1'] (in today's Hnnan
Province). 121 The description of the stone hall in Bu jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan has a similar
resonance to the Taoist monntain utopia idea discussed earlier, incorporating them both
into a new synthetic discourse of conscious fiction.
Third, the motif of children holds a strong position in both Hou Han shu and Bu fiang
Zong ba!Juan zhuan. The same is true for the "returning (gui Hf) of the woman" motif.
Fourth, three key situational descriptions in the above quote of Hou Han shu (suochu xianjue
?ifht&!.~, mrji buzhi A.iliF::f.f.. andfen~u zhenhui Ji\.Ji!iJJitlliij:) seem also to have their textual
equivalen ts in Bu ]iang Zong ba!Juan zhuan (cishan fujue Jlt .11 ~JU~. weithangyourenzhi ;f:..1;- ;t)A. .f..
andyinfeng huihei Ft-Jitlliij:,'\K).
In addition to the above points, the Pan Hu story reveals an ethnic fact important to
our wtJt:r~tamling of Du jiang Zong ba(yum1 <./Juan: the ancestor or totem of Chatigshaman is a
dog.l22 On the one hand, anthropologists in Man minority studies have confirmed that
within the tribes of Changshaman and Wulingman the dog was always an object of worship
and was never eaten as food. On the other hand, cultural historians have told us that the

m

116 '(he most enthusiastic opponcnt of the Pan I-lu theory was the Tang dynasty his1orian Du You il.1;f;- (735--812). ln
Chaptcr 187 ofhis Tongdißn ~-i'<. Du You provided cogent argwnents to the effect that the whole storywas a Qin or
1-lan Dynasty forgery, see Yin!!lin wetryuange ;ikJJquamhu, 605:569. Cf. Wu Yongzhang, p. 346.
117 Jiamhtjih"n contains a simp~fied version of the story, which has only eight characters: Namlxmda;i111 danwomeiqie ~~ .1J 1::.
1lJQ:-t\i!i ~ (The ape from the Southem Mountain slole my charming concubine). For jiambiyilin's position in Taoist
~terature,

see Mare Kalinowski, 1989-1990, pp. 86-87.

118 See Fan Ning's 1€-:f- Bowuzhifoozbeng~~h.t-&li (ßeijing: Zhonghua shuJu, 1980).
119 See Miyakawa 1-!isayuki, pp. 1-22. Although the minorities in the Ba and Shu regions were not Oxmg;haman, thcy had
an association with IPuh"ngman (Pan Hu is the ancestor of both Wuh"ngman and Chang;baman). For details, see IVtiyakmva
Hisayuki, pp. ß-9.
120 As we have pointed out earlicr, Li Xian was the crown princc as Ernpress Wu gradually gained power in thc court.
Thercforc it seems likely that there was a substantial connection between Li Xian's version of the Pan I-lu story and
the anonymaus author's composition of ßu Jiang Zong baiyuan zhuan. For more detailed discussions, see below; and for
more information conceming Li Xian's po~tical carcer, sce R.W.L Guisso, JPu T1e-t'ien and the Polliia ofL.tgitimalion in
T'ang Cbina (ßellinghan: Western Washington Univcrsity, 1978), pp. 23-24.
121 1-/ou /-/an 1hu 10:86:2830.
122 In ancient sources, the dcscendants of Pan Hu are thus called Pan l-111 <f;ong M~ or quan!J!Oizg ;!(~!. meaning
"offspring of the dog."
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ancient custom of eating dogs among the Han majority was eliminated during the medieval
epoch (from the Wei and Jin to the Tang), mainly because of the invasion of "barbarian
cultures" (husu i}l ~) and the spread of Buddhism. 123 In short, the historical fact is thar
people generally did not eat dogs in either the Liang or the Tang dynasties.
Given this, it seems incongruous that the white ape in Bu Jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan "was
especially crazy for dogs, liking to eat their flesh and drink their blood" (youshiquan
ju'et)'inqixue Jc:.."-tr ;I(, oJl,fii#:Jt.Jn.). In addition, throughout history I have failed to find any
examples of apes eating dogs.
My theory for this anomaly is that the anonymous author of Bu jiang Zong ba!Juan zjJIIan
likely knew not only the geographicallocation of Ouyang Xun's home town and its ethnic
implications, but also the Pan Hu story in its cultural context. Driven by the motivation of
yingshe, he dyed the white ape protagonist an anti-Pan Hu colour for reasons beyond the
grasp of modern readers.

VII. Ouyang Xun's Career as a Calligrapher
The roots of Ouyang Xtm's calligraphical style go back to the Six Dynasties. In the Justory
of Chinese calligraphy the Six Dynasties was a crucial period during which the three major
scripts- caoshu f.ti, xingshu ~tti, and kaishu .ti\'ti- were fully established. 124 The great
Eastem Jin dynasty master Wang Xizhi .1-~.Z. (321-3 79 or 303-361) was fluent in all three
scripts. His influence over Tang calligraphers was such that he became a model. Xu Hao tf.~ (703-782), in his Shulun ti-t~, traced the debts of three early Tangmaster calligraphers to
Wang Xizhi: "Those who say that Yü Shih-nan has the muscle liin A~] of Wang Hsi-chih,
that Ch'u Sui-liang has Wang's flesh [mu ~], 'and that Ou-yang Hsün has Wang's bone [gu
~] are perfectly right."12S
Of these three styles, the regular script served as the preferred style for Tang
classicism. 126 Jean Frans:ois Billeter summarizes the general development of regular script
from Wang Xizhi to the Tangas follows:
The regular script attained an initial pcrfcction in the fourth century, notably with Wang Hsi-chi
(321-379, Eastern Chin). lt went on developing under the North and South dyna~ties (420--581) ,
a period when it inspired a remarkable diversity of stylistic variations. (... ) After the reunification
of the cmpire under the Sui (581-618), the great early Tang masters (among others, Ou-yang
Hsün, 557-641; Yü Shih-nan, 558-638; Ch'u Sui-liang, 596- 658) gave it a durable, classical form.
Othcr well-known T'ang calligraphers (in particular Yen Chen-ch'ing, 709-785, and Liu Kungch'üan, 778-865) helped to augrnent its expressive range, but without modifying its structure. Tt
was the T'ang calligraphers who fmally established the classical technique. This codification of the
written forms and the writing technique corresponded to the requirements of the imperial
administration which attained an unprecedented degrec of complexity and centralization undcr the
T'ang. ( ... ) Fixcd at the beginning of the Tang dynasty, the regular remained the standard script
123 For a detailed discussion, see Zhu Yinlong
Yiwen<J;ilJ..:l:_,'f.. 2 (1983), pp. 265-271.

Jlcil1L, "Guangxi chi gourou fengxi kaoyuan" -'* <!J•U'J ttl.l§l. 'Ir ;lf &.,

124 Throughout this section, I haYe comprehensi,•ely consulted European sinologists' points of vicw. For details, see

below.
125 Jean Fran~ois Billeter, The Chinese Art oj117niing (N<.'\v York: Rizzoli, 1990), p. 203.
126 Seejean Fran~ois Billeter, p. 35.
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in China; it was not modified until the introduction of simplificd charactcrs tn thc Pcoplc's
Rcpublic in 1956.127

In the \Vang Xizhi trad.ition, while the cursive script was often used to write letters, the
regular script was reserved for more serious works such as "texts with Taoist content or
Taoist connotations." 128 The famous example is Wang's copying of the Huangting;ing in
regular script, which became a model for calligraphers in later centuries. 129
Lothar Ledderose pointsout that Taoism had played an important part in Wang's family
history, his calligraphy and his life in general.13° One clearly sees this connection if one puts
Wang Xizhi's calligraphic art in the context of the Mao Shan revelation, which was
developed by the mystic Yang Xi :fJJ~ (330-?) and systematized by the Taoistmaster Tao
Hongjing in his monumental Zhm Gao. Accord.ing to the legend of the Mao Shan
revelarion, heavenly maidens visited Yang Xi at night and used his hand to write down the
Taoist texts they conferred to our world. The fust draft, which Yang Xi wrote in trance,
was often in cursive script d.ifficult for ord.inary people to recognize. He rewrote the text
later in regular script so it could be read more easily. This echoes the Taoist trad.ition of
planchette writing, still alive today, in which the calligrapher serves as a medium
commwucaring between this world and the other.l3 1
Wang Xizhi and Yang Xi were both influential calligraphers during the period when the
three types of script achieved their final formulation. The fact that the regular script was
obviously more solemn explains why Wang Xizhi copied Huangting waryingßng iti- ßt7Hf.' .!fit
and Yang Xi copied Huangting nerying ;ing
ßt i'l -1/; !fit in regular script without prior
agreement. It also explains why their styles for these two parricular pieces were so sinlllar in
their strong Taoist flavour. Finally, I would like to emphasize that this period in Chinese
calligraphical history falls into the reign of Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty - the
backdrop for Bu Jiang Zong baryuan zhuan.132

'*'

127 lbid., p. 76. The perfection of forms produced by the Tang regular script mastecs reOected the perfection of order
that the empcror was supposed to have brought about. For instance, Ouyang Xun's jiuchenggong !Ujuanming -Jr..A't 1lt
,if_M; reflectcd the pcrfection of order du ring the Zhenguan reign of the early Tang (zhenguan -;;jli'I}Ji Ji Jlit.Zii;) and
Yan Zhenqing's il!i.A-~ (709-785} Da Tang z/x;ngxing Jong klt 'I' JIIP·:Ii reflected the spirit of the rcstoration of the
Tang house after the An Lushan -3(-;j,J.Ji (1-757) rebeltion from 755 to 757, sec Billeter, p. 102. Even today, the
calligraphical apprenticeship always begins with the regular script done by the Tang masters; arnong them Ouyang
Xun, Yu Shinan Jttili:.fl (558-Q38), Chu Suiliang ;tt"it)t (591HJ58?), Yan Zhenqing. and Liu Gong<~uan ~p/,)-;jjt
(778-865) are the most popular models. Cf. ßilleter, pp. 111-112.
128 LothaJ Ledderose, "Same Taoist Elements in the Calligraphy o f the Si.x Dynasties,··

T~ung

Pao 70.4-5 (1984), p. 250.

129 Wang Xizhi's three best extant regular script exarnples are Yue Yi lun ~4t~, f-luangtingjing and Dangfang S'buo bua'!ln
_t,;t #Jl "tilt. The texts of the latter two are either Taoist classics or have a Taoist flavour. For the rele\>ance of
Huanglingjing to our study of Bu JU.ng Zong bai;·uan </Juan, see Section II above. Under the Tang. the regular script was
used to write not only Taoist texts but also Confucian and Buddhist ones.
130 Ledderose, pp. 248-251.
131 Rolf A. Stein points out that the practice of planchettc writi.ng in China can be found in literary sourccs as early as in
the si.xth century. Sec "Un exemple de relations entre Taoisme et Religion Populaire," in Fukui K6jun hakase sh6ju
kinen T6y6 bunka ronshu ;i,i,1J'AißJi~±~Ji~tL:t'*'-if.1.:.1t1~;t (Tok·yo: Waseda daigaku, 1969), p. 84. Such a
practice can be seen in Chinese communities everywhere in the world, even today.
132 lt was during the Liang dynasry under Emperor Wu's cnthusnstic promotion that calligraphy first becarnc an
imperially recognizcd art. Tao Hongjing was regarded by art historians as the eartiest connoisseur of caltigraphy and
Emperor Wu as the first royal collector of calligraphical pieces. This cultural background is crucial t0 our
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Now Iet us come back to the early Tang period, when Ouyang Xun lived and worked. As a
govemment-supported religion, Taoism generally predominated over Buddhism in the Tang
dynasty, particularly before the reign of Ernpress Wu, and in the high Tang under Emperor
Xuanzong 1:~. Calligraphy was regarded as an important mode of expression of the time,
and it was customary for eminent calligraphers to promote the religious school of theu: choice
(or by an imperial order) by wonng or copyi.ng favorable essays. Examples are Chu Smliang's
calligraphy of Emperor Gaozong's ~ ';f. (r. 650--683) Slm sanzang ihenoiaoxu ß i!..=..i( ~<l'f.Jt
ic.,m promoting Buddh.ism, and Yan Zhenqing's composirion and calligraphy o f Magu xia11tan
ji .4-M1tJ.iiC., promoting Taoism, bothin regular script. 134
As a calligrapher, Ouyang Xun's contriburion to the promorion of Taoism was enomwus.
However, this fact has not yet caught the attention of chuanqi crirics, nor has it been applied to
the interpretation of Bu Jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan in a di.rect way. In the second month of the
ninth year of the Wude A.f.t reign (626), Ouyang Xun executed in regular script Da Tang
Zongshengguanß .:k.lt~~.fil1C., a record of the Taoist temple Zongshengguan ~~.fi!l., under
the imperial order ofEmperor Gaozu ~;f!l. (r. 618-626).
The temple Zongshengguan, also known as Louguan 1t-ill!., is located at the foot of
Zhongnan Mountain M-~ .1.! in Zhouzh.i :&ili County of today's Shan.xi "*-~ Province. In the
Wei and Jin period a school of Taoism arose in Louguan known as the Louguan School. 135
Accordi.ng to this school, Louguan was originally the house of Yin Xi ? % in the Western
Zhou dynasty (1045 BC? to 771 BC). Th.is house was recognized as a sacred place because Lao
Z i :t"-t had visited Yin Xi there, where he wrote the famous Daode jing .i!it.~f. Yin Xi was the
Officer of the Hangu Pass .lJ~M, beyond wh.ich lay the uncivilized area of the West, in
contrast to the Central Kingdom - China, i.nhabited by barbarians. A fter the two men met,
Lau Zi took Yi.n Xi out through the Hangu Pass to convert the ''barbarians" (hu i}l). \XIhen
they went to Ind.ia, Buddha was reportedly converted into a Taoist d.isciple.136
Tang dynasty emperors claimed Lao Z i as thei.r ancestor and thus encouraged worsh.ip of
h.im. As an important part of that worsh.ip, Emperors Gaozu and Xuanzong in particular
enthusiastically promoted the Louguan School. In 619 Emperor Gaozu conferred two
hundred qing tJi of land to the Louguan temple, partly in response to the prophecy made by
the Louguan Taoist Qi Hui o~o.tHf. in 618, the last year of the Sui Dynasty, pred.icting that Li
Yuan ;t~~. the then Duke of Tang, would become the fi.rst emperor of a prosperous new
understanding of Bu jiang Zong batj110n <}1uan. In the story, thc whitc apc predicted that Ouy<mg Xun would win
naoonal fame for his calligraphy. Ii would not have been possible for anyone to make such a prophecy before the
l..Jang dynasty becausc no calligraphers had ever won such high respect.
133 Emperor Gaozong wrote thJs essay when hc was the crown pnncc. Chu Suiliang's calligraphy was exccuted in 653
and known also as YanJa Jhtn!ftoo Xll iiJ. ~ ~ M .
134 Mag11 xwnlan j was exccuted in 771 dunng the Dah reign :kill- (166-779) of Emperor Daizong t'i. ;i; (r. 763-779).
135 For a general history of the Louguan School, see Chen Guofu F;f.
ltPIJ il;l,~ ;,t~ (Beijing: Z honghua shuJU, 1963), pp. 261-266.

m~. "Louguan kao" -lt ~~ in h!S D(J()'f"'!..JIIOn!iu

136 lhis story served as the backbone for the Taoist "converting the Buddha" o r bua!Ju 1t l}! thcory, which was
sys1ematized by the Western Jin dynasty Taoist Wang Fu .I.~} when the famous Hua!Jujing 1t.l)! M was composed.
111e Louguan School firmly belicved in this buahu theory. Of course, this enrire pre-Wei and Jin history of Louguan
was created and published by Louguan Taoists betwcen the SLx Dynastiesand the Tang. Fora bnef pre-Wei and Jin
history of Louguan School, sec Ren )lyu .g, !f.~. ZhonggiJ(} daojtaQ Jbi 'i' ~il<ltJ:. (Shanghru: Shangh:u rcnrrun, 1990),
pp. 219-236.
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dynasty. 137 In 620 Emperor Gaozu renamed the Louguan temple Zongshengguan, the
"Temple to Honor our Sage Ancestor Lao Zi," by giving a tablet to the temple (ci'e P.YJ$fi).
In 624 Emperor Gaozu visited the temple in pcrson. I I.is promotion of the Louguan
School reached its climax when a stele of Da Tang Zongshengguan ji, inscribcd in the calligraphy
of the prestigious Ouyang Xnn, 138 was established in 626. Due to the renam.i.ng of the temple
and the establishment of the stele, the Louguan Taoist temple was in a certain sense convcrted
into an imperial family temple of the Tang rulers. 139
Although Ouyang Xnn was by and !arge a Confuaan scholar official, he was deeply
involved in early Tang support for the Louguan School and temple, as part of the imperial
promotion of Taoism over Buddhism. This involvemcnt could weil have engendered bad
feeling among contemporary Buddhists and their allies in the court, and I suspect that the
anonymous author of Bu Jiang Zong bai)'uan zhuan was onc of these. Such antipathy would help
explain why the white ape was portrayed as an animal Taoist.

VIII. The White Ape Animal Lore under the Tang
The first generation of critics of Bu Jiang Zong baiyuan ifman was intellectuals of the Song
dynasty. From their perspective, an ape was a base animal U1 Chinese Iore. They therefore saw
the story as an attack designed to insult the Ouyang family. This view has generally been
adopted by critics of later gcnerations also.
However, Ouyang Xnn's early Tang encyclopedia, Yiwen le!Ju i§.5ti.Ji~ seems to tell a
different Story. In Yiwmle!Ju the category of ape or yuan ~$. is Contrasted with that of monkcy
or mihou Mi!~: the former is portrayed as a lofty gentleman while the latter symbolizes a form
oflow-life.140 From the Six Dynasties through to the early Tang the ape was considered a good
animal, and was even one of the sacred animals in Taoist legends. The ape was often closely
associated with the crane (he #, ): together they were a pair of animals sacred to Taoist
adepts.1 41In Yiwen le!Ju, Ouyang Xnn quotes from Ge Hong: "During the Zhou dynasty King
i\lu's southem expedition, the whole army was transformed: gentlernen transformed into apes
and cranes while low-lifes transformed into insects and grains of sand" (zhormmwang nanzhmg
y!JrmjiehuajUIIiJ. weiyuan weihe xiaorm weichong weisha f.];f_$·.!. m-tE-.'f.1!"'1t.;;tt-t A:!it~:tt.,<J•A..~ !k

137 In Xle Shouhao 14f~;"JA, Huf!Juarulxnsji ;tf.Jt.~l~, see DZ 60:553. After Q• Hw madc the prophecy he changcd his
name to Pmgdmg -t ;t,mearung "peaceful and stable."
138 Ouyang Xun and Yu Shtnan were cqually weil known as calligraphers to thcir contemporancs but Ouy;mg Xun was
morc highly favored by Emperor Gaozu.
139 For a detailed discussion of these events, sec Otagi Hajime ~ :6 7t, "Tödai rökankö - Oyö Jun sen 'DruTo
sösetkankt' no hi o tegakan to shite" F.!ff-tttill~- ~il!li~m ((:;lc/j;j<~ iUc)) fil! ~-'FltPJ c L- "C, m
Yoshthawa, 1992, pp. 275-322.
140 Yiwtn kiju 46-x#.~ (Shanghru: Shanghai gui• chubanshc, 1982), 2:95:1652-1654.
141 R.I I. van Gulik, Tlx Gibbon 1n China: an EJJ'!)' in CbirttSt /lnimal Lo,. (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967), pp. 39-40 and 54-55. For
Taoist implications of thc crane in the Six Dynastics religious ideology, see Edward Schafer, "The Crane of
Maoshan," 1983, pp. 372-393; and for the Tang dynasty allegorical meanings of the same bird, sec Madeline Spnng,
Anima/Alltgoriu in Tang Cbina (Ncw Haven: Ameocan Onental Soaety, 1993), pp. 11-48. A spcaal note of grautude
ts here delivered to Denis Twnchen, not only for his tntroducing to me van Gulik's book on the Clunese @bbon but
also for lus adncc on the u:nportance of zoological studies in the srudy of 811 Jiang Zong bai)uan '\_h11<1n.
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A iY'). 142 The legend of King Mu has an ind.isputably strong Taoist flavour, though we will
never know whether the white ape in Bu jicmg Zong ba!Jman zhumr is a descendant of one of
these "transformed gentlemen" who participated in King Mu's southem exped.ition. The black
Ieopard (xuanbao -t"~!J) was also frequently paired ~vith the white ape, as ind.icated in Yiwen
/ei;i1. 143 In Six Dynasties intellectual history the white crane and the black Ieopard were botl1
considered d.ivine aninlals with a Taoist flavour as weil.
Monkeys and apes began to be recorded in the writings of men of letters as early as the
Han dynasty. From the Han throughout tl1e Six Dynasties to the early Tang a hierarchical
d.istinction was generally made between these two sub-species. 144 I suspect that it was during
the latter part of the early Tang period, when Bu Jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan was supposed to have
been written, that the d.istinction began to be blurred in the minds of Chinese literati. In d1e
high Tang encycloped.ia Chuxueß :fJJ ~lC.., compiled by Xu Jian 1:i" '1t in Emperor Xuanzong's
reign, this d.istinction was no Ionger as clear as in Yiwen leiju, since the compiler put both subspecies under the category of hou or monkey. 145 A few decades later, in the mid-Tang
encycloped.ia Baishi liutie shileiji a ~-"1'.li.#.Ji~, compiled by Bai Juyi a fk $; (772-846), the
two sub-species were listed under the category of yuan or ape. 146 Of the four great
encycloped.ias of the Tang dynasty, three deal with aninlal categories emphatically, and a brief
review shows that by the high Tang the concepts of monkey and ape seemed to be treated
interchangeably.147 Given this, I would venture to argue that Bu jiang Zong ba!Juan z!man was
probably composed before the high Tang. In other words, it is very possible that the storywas
a product of the early-Tang.
Bcyond these questions of intellectual history, thcre also exist real historical connections
between the white ape in Bu Jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan and real white apes. In ancient times the
while ape wa~ uul only regarded as a precious rare species from tl1e soutl1ern remote countries
but was also seen as a symbol of good fortune. 148 In 508, the seventh year of the Tianjian .:k.lt
reign (502-519) of the Liang dynasty, a white ape was sent as a special tribute to Emperor Wu
from Fan Wenzan ;e,~ )t, then King of Linyi State #. E. ~ in the remote southem area. This
aninlal was so novel in the Liang court that it occasioned a phenomenal interest, as was
recorded in several dynastic histories. 149The rinling of this event was quite close to the Datong
reign, the backdrop of Bu Jiang Zong baiyuan zhuan, and it is not unlikely that the anonymous
author of the story incorporated, consciously or unconsciously, this historical event into his
142 Yiwen le&it 2:95:1653. The legend of King Mu occupies a subtle but Yisible position in the post-1-lan Taoist ideological
formative years. 1n the same period the crane became a >)-mbol for Highest Clarity Taoism in Mao Shan during tl1e
Six Dynasties.
143 Yiwen le&it 2:95:1653.
144 Fora detailed survey of the topic, see R. H. van Gulik, 1967, pp. 45-76.
145 Cbuxurji:fn-!f:"it- (Beijing Zhonghua shuju, 1962), 3:29:720-722.
146 Baisln ~ittiubileiß ß ~i<P.I; :f#.~ (Taipei: Xinxing. 1962), 3:1084.
147 Although these encyclopedias cannot be taken as a sole and absolute base for statiscics, they do reveal some truth
conccming the blurring of the distinction bctwcen ape and monkey under the Tang.
148 Yiwen le&it quotes from Shanhai;ing J.. "t.*f (tangting -::.hiJ!xm jaJb11ang :;jJiJban qi.rbang duobaiyuan 1"~Z.J..-it .it.:t. J.. $,....!:.
J 8 ~) and from Ui.rhi d;unqiu g ~$.-fk ljingwang;-ouJhen hagJ«Jn AA .I. ;jf ~+ ß #:. ), all indicating the rarencss and
remoteness of this sub-species. See Yiwen le&i1 2:95:1653.
149 UangJhll

l!E:f

(Beijing Zhonghua shuju, 1973, and hereafter LS), 1:2:50, 3:54:786-787; and Zhu l\lingpan !ld&~.

Nanchao Liang buiy(J() ,fJ.MlfE-t"~ (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chuban she, 1984) p. 593.
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ficrion. In short, the white ape protagonist has significant implicarions in the history of the
Liang dynasty. These implicarions, I believe, are related to white ape animal Iore in medieval
China synthesized in Ouyang Xun's Yiwen leiju.
In addirion to the social and intellectual environment reconstructed above, the Tang rulers'
polirical atritude towards Taoism is crucial to our understanding of Bu Jiang Zong bajJ111an zhuan.
Generally speaking, Taoism was the state religion under the Tang, holding a position over
both Confucianism and Buddhism. The major exception was under the reigns of Ernpress
Wu, 150 whose matemal family had had an association with Buddhism for several
generations. 151 Since the Confucian tradition by nature denies the validity ofwomcn as rulers,
and Lao Zi was regarded as the ancestor of the Tang emperors, Ernpress Wu was generally
alienated from and opposed by the advocates of both Confucianism and Taoism on her road
to the throne. !52 In contrast, Buddhists helped her materially in legirimizing her rule of the
country by claiming her as the bodhisartva, a cakravartin ruler, and the future Buddha,
Maitreya. 153 Among other auspicious omens "discovered" by her supporters (including
Buddhist monks), the re-edited Dqyun jing :k '$ .~& served as a major jusrificarion for Ernpress
Wu to rule China according to the word ofBuddha. 154
In retum for the crucial support affered by Buddhists over the years on her path to the
throne, Ernpress Wu promoted Buddhism step by step to the position of state religion to
replace Taoism. Her first decisive step was in the eighth month of 674 155 when "an edict was
issued, nominally by Kao-tsung, decreeing that henceforth in all religious ceremonies, both
public and private, the Buddhist and Taoist clergies would stand on equal footing, neither
taking precedence over the other." 156 Throughout the entire Tang period, conflicts between
Buddhists and Taoists never ceased. The core of these conflicts was the desire to obtain
imperial favour, and until 674 Taoists generally won the battle. tS? Beacing in mind this
historical context, we can understand the psychological weight an edict rnight have carried.
The second step taken by Ernpress Wu was in the fourth month of 691 when "an imperial
edict formally ranked Buddhism above Taoism, thereby reversing the policy of the three
preceding Tang emperors, and ordered that henceforth Buddhist monks and nuns should take
150 Forageneral polirical and culrural picture of Ernpress Wu's reign, see R. W. L Guisso, 'Thc Reigns of Ernpress Wu,
Chung-t:>lung and Jui-tsung (684-712)" in Ed. Denis Twitchett, Olmbridge Hi!lory oj Cbino, \'01.3 (Cambridgc:
Cambridge University Press 1979), pp. 290-332.
151 Fora gcneral discussion of this aspect, see Chen Yinke P.t'li.·~, "\Vu Zhao yu fojiao" ii..l!l.JI!-11!'•<1!t, Amdemia J inica
Bulktin ojthe InstituU ojl-Iistory and PhilologJ 5.2 (1935), pp. 13&-144.
152 For space reasons, I have summarized the general situation in a sinnplified way. f'or a sophisricatcd analysis of
Confucian, Taoist and Buddhist ideology in Ernpress Wu's court, sec R. W. L. Guisso, 1978, pp. 26-50 and 66-69. C f.
Kenneth K S. Ch'en, BuddhiJm in China (Princeron: Princeton University Press, 1964), p. 220; and Stanley Weinstein,
Buddbism under the T'ang (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), pp. 37-47.
153 Stanley Weinstein, p. 41. Cf Mark Edward Lewis, 'The Suppression of the 'Inree Stage Sect: Apocrypha as a Po lirical
lssue," in Cbinm Buddhist Apocrypba. Ed. Roben ßuswell0-lonolulu: University of Hawaii Press 1990), p. 229.
!54 Weinstein, pp. 41-43.

155 1l1e cighth rnonth of 674 also served as a Iandmark in Ernpress Wu's political career. in that month she "took a
major step toward her goal of openly assuming power by adopting the unprecedented title Tien-hou, 'Heavenly
Empress,' following a serious illness of the Ernperor during the preceding year;" see Weinstein, p. 39.

156 lbid., p. 39.
157 Fora briefbut reliable account of these conflicts, see Ren Jiyu, 1990, pp. 265-274.
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precedence over rnernbers of the Taoist clergy." 158 Less than one year before tlnt edict, "a
group of ten Buddhist rnonks in the seventh rnonth of 690" had presented "thc Ernpress with
a copy of the Ta-yün chilrg." 159 The exchange of favors between the Buddhist clergy and the
Ernpress was obvious. This latter edict ended an epoch of fifty-four years in which Taoists had
enjoyed a favourable position. 160
This aspect of cultural history is direcdy relevant to our understanding of Bu jiang Z01rg
ba!Juan zhuan. The story was insu1ting to the Ouyang family for two reasons. F~rst, because it
asserts that Ouya.ng Xun's father was an ape. Second, because it i.mplies that Ouyang Xun's
father was a Taoist ani.mal. Neither of these assertions need necessarily be defi.ned as insulting
per se, but they would have been seen as such in the particular historical period and cultural
envi.ronrnent.
If Bu Jiang Zong ba!Juan zhuan had been written during the Wude reign of Ernperor Gaozu,
whe.n an ape was not a base animal at all and Taoisrn was in favor the story would not have
been seen as particularly insulting. In this case, the yingshe or roman a clef would certainly have
been missed its supposed target. I would therefore venture to speculate that Bu jiang Zong
ba!Juan zhuan was rnost likely cornposed during the reigns of Ernpress Wu in general and rnore
specifically arow1d 691. This was the period during which the ape became "downgraded" in
the Chinese mind, and when Taoisrn feil frorn favor in d1e court as weil as in society at )arge.
In 691, Ouyang Tong ~l'h.i!l, son of Ouyang Xun, was prornoted to play a major part in
the central administration. Only a rnonth or so later he was falsely charged and executed by Lai
Junchen ;tltttll (651-697). The reason for hisdownfall was that he firmly disagreed with the
proposal to confer the tide of Hei.r Apparent (huangsi i.~) upon Wu Chengsi ~if<.A'l (?-698),
Ernpress Wu's eldest nephew. 16 1 I believe this adds further weight to rny theory that Bu Jiang
Zong ba!Juan zhuan was possibly cornposed aruund Llu> eventful year, 691.

*
This analysis reveals an i.mportant fact: there exist two hidden centers of information in Bu
jiang Zolrg baiyuan zhuan. One is the Liang dynasty Center of information relatcd to the
backdrop of the story; the other is the early Tang dynasty center of information associated
with the date the story was written. The process of interaction a.nd cornbi.nation of
informatio.n frorn these two centers has to a !arge extent shaped the course of our story's
narrative.

I 58 Wemstein, p. 43. For the text of the edlct "Shi,iao ZaJ daofa zhi shangzhi" fl';lt,(U.!.>'k.Z..t .,1, sec Song Mm<JIU, :li:
.;Ii. Tang da <:f}(U)/ingji Jt k. "lll{-#< (Shanghai: Xuelin chubanshe, 1992), p. 538; and for the implicaoons of this edict

the Tang cultural hiswry, see Chen Ytnke, pp. 146-147.
159 Wemstcin, p. 41
160 lt was Empcror Taizong's edict of 637 that officially established the precedence ofTaoism over Buddhism. See Chen

Ymke, pp. 146-147.

-ä Jt t" (Betjtng: Zhonghua shuju, 1975) 15:189:4947-4948 and Xin Tant,Jhu <1/r Ii
Zhonghua shuju, I 975) I 8: 198:5646; and see also Guisso, I 978, p. 291.

161 See Jiu TangJhu
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Yingshe literally means "shoot:ing or cast:ing a shadow." 162 How to create a shadow to
shoot? The question is a primary concem for traditional Chinese fiction writers in this genre. A
shadow may not be created on impulse: there are certain principles and methods that must be
followed. These principles and methods, in my opinion, are far more complicated than the
simple refcrential formula "A in reality equals B in fiction." Not only are parallelism and
metaphor involved in the process, but there are also calculated anachronisms, textual building
blocks, and circumstantial details. 163
The result of the active participation of these techniques brings circumstantial elements of
a certain historical moment vividly into the reader's vision and therefore gives the story a look
of flesh and blood. With the passage of time, the reader of later generations may no Ionger
care about the question of who in history was the target of insinuation. Rather, what attracts
the modern audience is the lively self-contained fictive world created and the way its historical
analogy echoes in his/her deep memory with the collective unconscious inherited from
his/her ancestors.
This is howyingshe works here in our story.

162 Jue Chen, "'Shooring Sand at People's Shadow': Yingshe as a Mode of Represcntarion in Medieval Chine"e
Literature" , Mon11mentaSenia, 47 (1999): 169-207.
163 SeeJueChen, 1997.
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